NEW ADDITIONS!!

2 Architectural drawings to demonstrate real blueprints!

1 Artist rendering of the proposed building
(Blueprints and rendering courtesy of Holland Basham Architects)

**DVDs**
- Safety First! Rules have a reason
- Weather Safety
- My School Bus

**Hands-on Activities and Games**
- 11 yellow plastic hard hats!
- Safety signs (words and symbols) matching game (Mailbox)
- Bob the Builder Blueprint for Home Safety word activities and coloring pages
  (National Assoc. of Home Builders and Women’s Council)

**Posters**
- Blueprints for Home Safety (National Assoc. of Home Builders and Women’s Council)
  - Bicycle Safety
  - Keep Out – Abandon structure
  - Pedestrian Crossing
  - Walk and Don’t Walk signs
  - Railroad Crossing
  - Men Working

Call the MTC to reserve—(402) 557-2500
Two week checkout
Transportation provided.